
Chapter 9    Commandment #5: Focus 
 

Webster’s dictionary defines focus as a main purpose or interest. 
 
“Where focus goes energy flows.” - Tony Robbins 
 
The sooner you are able to focus on what’s most important each and every day, each and every 
week, each and every month, and each and every year… and stick to this focus until each most 
important thing is done… the faster you will reach the Good Life.  I’ve made a great discovery 
in my life that most people, who are like me, rarely discover. 
 
I suffer from a rare and debilitating affliction that has shocking and startling side effects, 
including but not limited to: 
 

 Frequent bouts of “mind on fire” (so many ideas and thoughts running through my head 
of things I want to do in my business… that it precludes me from sometimes getting my 
recommended daily allowance of sleep!) 

 Thundering cases of “what if’s” (what if we open an office in every county in our 
marketplace?  what if we train and hire kids right out of college and pay them $20 an 
hour to show homes… instead of the hundreds of dollars an hour that we pay our 
buyers agents?  what if we did this?  what if we did that??) 

 Unicorn hallucinations (the distraction of continuously chasing magical and glorious 
Unicorns instead of focusing on what’s already in front of me right now). 

 
This rare affliction affects 82% of Entrepreneurs and 91% of all Top Producing Real Estate 
Agents… (statistics used in this section have been approved and verified by the National 
Association of Made Up Statistics!) 
 
The affliction that I am referring to is called Anti-Focus!  The cure is simple… Focus!  We have a 
tendency of building a huge list of “doing”, without delivering enough “done!”  I’ve known 
about my affliction for many years, but it wasn’t until recently that I really started to consciously 
medicate myself to stabilize the condition.  We don’t have trouble with the Decide, or the Do, or 
the Doing, it’s the Done - wherein lies the complication.  It’s in the Done, where the magic 
resides! 
 
You and I must establish to move from Decide through Done as quickly as possible.  The more 
Done’s, the more control, the more freedom, the more power, the more sales, the more money, 
and the less Mind on Fire, less What If’s, and less Magical Unicorns! 
 
So how is it done?  How can you possibly control this kryptonite that you wear in your pants?  
The solution, the anti-venom, the force field… is Focus.  The ability to focus on one, no more 
than two things at a time.  Example: after reading and listening to this book, reading and 
listening to the bonus book “The 10 Commandments of Real Estate Lead Generation”, 
and going through the jumbo binder included in the Real Estate Good Life Business Building 
Blueprint… your mind is guaranteed to be on fire! 
 



So for you, let’s say you lack a consistent steady stream of leads coming into your business on 
a daily basis.  You have the “10 Commandments of Lead Generation”, and can’t wait to 
get started. 
 
Here’s the key to Focus, Implementation, and fabulous riches in the real estate business. 
 
Step 1: Pick only 3 lead generation pillars out of the 10 featured in the book, your top 3.  The 3 
lead pillars you know will have the greatest impact on your business.  Pick only 3! 
 
Step 2: organize the 3 in order of importance to you.  Rank them as if you were an NFL General 
Manager preparing for the draft.  You need a Cornerback, and Linebacker, and a Quarterback 
(if you’re unfamiliar with these references, go watch more football!) 
 
After consulting with your coaches and assistants you decide that a Quarterback will have the 
biggest impact on your team.  So your first pick in the draft, a Quarterback!  After you draft 
him, you don’t change your mind, you don’t decide not to sign him to a contract, give him the 
playbook, have coaches coach him, and then not put him into the game… heck no… you do all 
of those things until they are done! 
 
The same goes for your real estate business. 
 
Step 3: breakdown all of the steps necessary to Implement your #1 Lead Generation Pillar.  
Let’s say you want to install “proper communication” (refer to the “10 Commandments of 
Real Estate Lead Generation” for details) into your database.  You know that with proper 
communication you can rely on a 10% transaction return from your database.  100 people in 
database times 10% return = 10 guaranteed transactions per year (minimum).  You need to 
create a list of everything you need and everything that needs to be done in order for proper 
communication to exist in your database. 
 
For instance: you need a CRM system and you need to input all of your past clients, current 
clients, sphere of influence, and vendor partners into the CRM system. 
 
You then need to label everyone in your database: A, B, or C. 
You need to call though your list to make sure you have everyone’s correct contact information 
including, home mailing address. 
 
You need to create your newsletter or e-newsletter. 
 
You need to set up Send Out Cards account for automated delivery of greeting cards on 
Thanksgiving, New Years, Spring, 4th of July, and Birthdays. 
 
You need to build out your marketing offers to be included periodically in your “proper 
communication” plan.  The list goes on, but I think you get the idea! 
 
Step 4: You organize the list of “to do’s” (Doings) by rank of importance and impact.  Create a 
checklist. 
 
Step 5: You start with the to do at the top of the list, and you Do It Until It Is Done! 



 
Now before you hyperventilate or jump off a bridge, or take two weeks off and then quit (I 
heard Brett Favre say that to a Referee one time, and thought it was hilarious!)... I understand 
that you must still work “in” your business to keep it running while you begin to install life 
changing systems and lead generation pillars into your business.  I call working “in” your 
business the “chaos”.  I always tell my team, you are either working “In Chaos” or “In Focus”... 
Chaos can make you a living, Focus will make you a fortune! 
 
From where you are today, make it a goal to spend at least 20% of your daily work time “in 
focus”... that still leaves you with plenty of time spin out of control “in chaos”. 
 
Quick definition: Chaos - what we must deal with in our business until we can afford to have 
others deal with it.  Such as paperwork, showing homes, returning agent and vendor phone 
calls, making flyers, delivering flyers, posts on Craigslist, copying keys, and ordering title 
work.  As you know the list of what takes place in chaos is nearly endless.  This is Chaos, and 
it’s required for any business to operate and survive.  To thrive, you must first know the 
difference between Chaos and Focus, in your business.  
 
Second, and more importantly, you must learn to manage Chaos so that you can grow your 
business through Focus.  Eight hour work day, 20% In Focus, gives you an hour and a half 
every day to work On your business.  You must put focus time in your calendar as an 
appointment and protect it with your life.  Then stick with One Thing (go read the book The 
One Thing by Gary Keller if you haven’t yet) until it is implemented and up and running… before 
you move to Number 2 on your list. 
 
You Must Do This! 
 
If you’re like me, and have a team, it becomes even more difficult to protect your Focus 
time.  My team is constantly outside of my office like a pack of hungry monkeys banging on my 
door screaming for bananas!  What I’ve started doing is putting a stop sign up on the main 
door to my private office… and guess what, it works! 
 
If you follow this plan and learn to focus your time, it’s basically Game Over!  You’ve Won 
before you started! 
 

 

 

 


